Which facial descriptors do care home nurses use to infer whether a person with dementia is in pain?
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Abstract

Objectives: Pain assessment in people with advanced dementia relies strongly on observable pain behaviors, such as facial expressions, body movement and vocalizations. However, the process of inferring pain in others, based on such observations, is not well understood. We aimed to investigate which features of facial expressions caregivers rely on when inferring the presence and intensity of pain in people with dementia.

Methods: A questionnaire, including items on thirteen facial descriptors, which were extracted from established observational scales for pain in dementia, was sent to 366 nursing homes in Germany. We asked the nurses to observe patients with dementia and then rate their observations using the facial descriptors as well as to provide an overall pain estimate of the residents’ pain. We used regression analyses to identify which facial descriptors nurses use most commonly to infer whether a person with dementia is in pain and to grade its intensity.

Results: Seventy-nine nursing homes participated (22% response rate) and a total of 284 completed observer ratings were returned. The observed individuals suffered from moderate to severe dementia and were observed in everyday care situations. The average pain estimated by the caregivers was slight to moderate. Mainly, anatomically-based descriptors (“frowning”, “narrowed eyes”) and indicators of emotional arousal (“looking tense”, looking frightened”) significantly predicted the overall pain ratings by nurses; explaining approximately 45% of the variance.

Conclusions: Although all presented facial descriptors were used by the nurses, some descriptors were used clearly more frequently than others to infer whether a resident with dementia is in pain. Development of observational pain tools and training in their use should consider the pre-existing assumptions that nurses use to infer pain as well as their potential bias.
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1. Introduction

Prevalence rates for both dementia and pain increase with age. Given demographic changes in the coming decades, resulting in rapid growth of the older population, the number of individuals suffering from pain as well as from dementia will substantially increase. During the course of dementia, people become less able to self-report their pain [1]. This lack of verbal ability makes it difficult to assess pain in people with dementia and communication difficulties because, by definition, pain is a private experience. However, brain imaging studies demonstrate how people with Alzheimer’s disease have difficulty integrating novel and previous pain experiences with contextual information, and thus, perceive every pain stimulus as new and threatening [2]. This impaired ability to harmonize past and present experiences as well as expected outcomes may lead to pain being more distressing and increases the impact of persistent pain on cognitive and behavioral functioning.

Given the difficulty in self-report of pain, pain is overlooked in these patients, and remains untreated. Untreated pain often results in challenging behavior which may be distressing for the person with dementia and those who care for them. Caregivers of people with dementia often feel helpless when trying to identify pain and have concerns that they may have missed this [3]; thus, they are quite eager to learn more about the pain-specific behavioral indicators. Behavioral indicators of pain can be signified by facial expressions, vocalization, body posture and movement. However, there is wide agreement that facial responses are most salient and easy to decode in this context [4].

When trying to infer pain in others by observation, it is important to identify which behavioral features are critical in the non-verbal communication of pain. Besides investigating how pain is encoded in different pain behaviors, which behavior can be most reliably observed or which behavior is best suited to differentiate pain from other negative affective states, it is also crucial to understand which behavioral features caregivers rely on when deciding whether a
person is experiencing pain. Or, in other words, (i) what kind of observations promotes the inference that another person is experiencing pain and (ii) how are these used to infer information about pain intensity levels.

Previous studies have suggested that in clinical practice the inference of pain in people with dementia based on observations has several shortcomings. For example, caregivers often do not use systematic observations, structured protocols or rely on specific behaviors. Moreover, they often have difficulties differentiating pain from distress and lack knowledge about how to define pain in people with dementia [5]. In order to improve this, several groups of experts have specified and operationalized key observations that may help to correctly infer pain. This work has resulted in various observer-rated pain scales for people with dementia [6,7]. In an attempt to develop this work further, an international expert panel from an EU COST Action\textsuperscript{1} \textsuperscript{2} has extracted the verbal descriptors of these observations from the most common dementia pain scales. These descriptors were grouped into the basic categories “facial expression”, “vocalization” and “body movement” as per the well-established American Geriatrics Society (AGS)\textsuperscript{3} classification [8].

There is general agreement that amongst the three AGS categories facial expression is of key importance in making observer-based decisions about the need for pain treatment and care [9,10]. Facial expressions are easily accessible for observation, can be graded, and can be used by human and computer-based automated pain detection systems. Therefore, we started our search for critical observations, which promote the inference of pain being present and influence the grading of its intensity by focusing on facial descriptors. We asked the nurses for structured observations of the facial expression of the patient by using 13 facial descriptor items extracted by the COST expert panel. We decided to use these 13 items instead of using

\textsuperscript{1} European Cooperation in Science and Technology
\textsuperscript{2} The authors of the present report S. Lautenbacher and M. Kunz were also members of the COST panel
\textsuperscript{3} American Geriatrics Society
the face subscale of one of the already established observational pain scales because most scales do not include several variants of facial descriptors (anatomical, emotional, cognitive, autonomic, etc.) but rely mainly on only one variant, which would have unreasonably narrowed the variety of descriptors we liked to offer for evaluation. Thus, the present study aims to identify which facial descriptors are used by caregivers to evaluate and influence their diagnostic decision-making process when assessing pain.

2. Methods:

Design of survey

The study focused on nurses for the elderly in nursing homes because they are crucial in providing pain care to residents with dementia. We used a questionnaire survey, assessing pain in every-day situations, including potentially painful activities of daily living (ADL), as recent findings clearly suggest that people with dementia at rest often display fewer observable pain indications than during ADL activities [4].

The survey comprised a cover letter, a short demographic questionnaire, 13 items of facial pain expressions and two general ratings of pain; all 15 items were designed as observer ratings. This questionnaire was sent out to 366 nursing homes in Bavaria (Germany) in February/March 2013 and we collected the returned questionnaires over a period of 5 months. The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Bamberg.
Selection of facial descriptor items

We selected facial descriptor items from established observational pain assessment tools for people with dementia in several steps. This was conducted by the COST expert panel as described in detail elsewhere [11]. In brief, in step one, based on review articles that evaluated observational pain assessment tools for people with dementia (published between 2005 and 2011; e.g. [6-7,12-14], we identified 12 pain assessment tools recommended by the authors of review articles: The ABBEY Pain Scale [15], ADD [16-17], CNPI [18-19], DS-DAT [20-21], DOLOPLUS-2 [22], EPCA-2 [23], MOBID-2 Pain Scale [24], NOPPAIN [25], PACSLAC [26], PAINAD [27], PADE [28], and PAINE [29]. Out of these 12 scales, we extracted all items relating to facial expressions (in total: 47 items). In step two, we removed all largely or completely synonymic items (e.g. looking tense, tense facial expressions), resulting in 32 items. Interestingly, there was great overlap in items as regards inclusion in the 12 scales, with 41% of items being found in at least two scales. In the third step we grouped the 32 facial items into sub-categories, namely “cognition” (e.g. item “empty gaze”), “emotional state” (e.g. item “looking sad”), “anatomically-based description” (e.g. item “frowning”) and “autonomic reaction” (e.g. item “pale face”). In the fourth and final step, we tried to further reduce the number of items by selecting the most promising facial descriptors within each sub-category based on published research on the facial expressions of pain [30-32], on the frequency of occurrence in existing pain assessment tools as well as on the opinion of the COST experts as regards their clinical utility. Items excluded in this last step can be found in the footnote⁴. This resulted in the final pool of 13 facial descriptors (see Table 2).

⁴ Items excluded in step 4: absent gaze; blank look; blinking; change in eyes (dull, bright, increased movement); creasing forehead; dirty look; distorted expressions; drawn; atonic fixed gaze; grimacing; jaw drop; open eyes; rigid expression; quivering chin; screwing up nose; tighter face; wincing; looking worried; seeming withdrawn
**Questionnaire**

In the cover letter, we informed participating nursing homes that we are developing a tool to assess pain in people with dementia, especially for those no longer able to report pain for themselves, and that we would be interested in which facial expressions nurses observe during potentially painful care activities (e.g. washing, mobilization). Before completing the observational part, nurses were asked for demographic information regarding themselves (e.g. age, years of work experience etc.) as well as regarding to the resident being observed (e.g. degree of cognitive decline (Global Deterioration Scale, GDS), analgesic usage).

We asked nurses to observe residents with dementia during these care activities and to use our questionnaire to rate which facial expressions they observed. They were then asked to specify the situation in which they observed the residents’ facial expressions. They could choose between “washing”, “getting dressed”, “transfer”, “wound treatment”, “mobilization” and “others”. They were further asked to complete which of the 13 facial descriptor items they had seen and two general ratings of pain directly after they completed their observations.

The instructions for the 13 facial descriptor items were: “Using the following scale, please indicate the degree to which you have observed the following items in the patient.” The participants were instructed to record only facial activities that they observed during the specified care situations. Observations of facial activity were scored on a 4-point category scale (not at all - slight degree – moderate degree – great degree). There was also the option to select “not applicable/not scoreable” as an answer.

After this, nurses were asked to give two overall estimates of the pain that the resident may have experienced during the observed care activity on two 4-point category scales. Firstly a rating for pained expression and secondly a rating for pain intensity. These two items stress
both the observational aspect (“pained expression”) and the inferential aspects of overall pain evaluation (“pain intensity”).

Statistics

Since all the selected facial descriptors were originally devised for the same purpose, i.e. to indicate pain, it is likely that they are strongly associated with each other. We theoretically assumed that these descriptors fall into four subcategories, namely “cognition”, “emotional state”, “anatomically-based description” and “autonomic reaction” [11]. To test whether these theoretical dimensions were reflected in the observational use of the items by caregivers, a factorial analysis was completed. We applied principal component analysis on all facial items and used varimax rotation to maximize independence of factor scores. We examined the scree plot and applied the eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule to determine the number of factors.

The main aim of the present study, namely to identify which facial descriptors are associated with nurses’ beliefs that a patient with dementia is in pain and the pain intensity was explored using regression analyses. First, we wanted to investigate which single facial descriptors can significantly predict the two general ratings of pain (“pained expression” and “pain intensity”). Therefore we entered all 13 facial items as predictors in a forward stepwise regression analysis.

As well as examining single items, we also wanted to test which category of facial descriptors was most associated with nurses’ inference of pain. We used the results of the factor analysis and entered factor scores (not single items) as predictors into the regression analysis. More precisely, from the results of the factor analysis we computed Bartlett factor scores [33]. These Bartlett factor scores are based on least squares procedures to minimize the sum of squares of the unique factors over the range of variables and are an estimate of the latent
factor constructs. These factor scores were then entered as predictors in the forward stepwise regression analysis to investigate which factors significantly predict the two general ratings of pain (“pained expression” and “pain intensity”). Descriptive statistics are given as frequencies and means with standard deviations. The alpha-level was set to 0.05. Analyses were conducted with SPSS 21.

3. Results

Response rates

Of the 366 nursing homes initially contacted, 79 nursing homes returned questionnaires (22% response rate). The number of questionnaires supplied by single nursing homes varied from 1 to 16; with an average of 3.6 questionnaires. Overall 284 completed questionnaires were returned and entered into the analyses.

Sample characteristics

Table 1 gives an overview of the characteristics of the nurses who took part in this study and the residents with dementia who were observed. Nurses were experienced, with an average of 14 years working in health care. More than 85% were trained as elderly care nurses, 10% as general nurses, 2% were still training, and the remaining 3% had different backgrounds (e.g. occupational therapist). The nurses mainly worked in large nursing homes (mean number of nursing home residents: 100 (SD: 66.7), the average age of residents was 78.5 years (SD: 9.6)) and each nurse took care of an average of 32 (SD 22.1) residents.

With regard to the residents with dementia who were observed, they were mostly in the more advanced stages of dementia with an average score of 6.2 on the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) for age-associated cognitive decline and primary degenerative dementia [34] (see
Table 1). This scale differentiates between 7 stages, with GDS stage 7 indicating the most severe stage of cognitive decline.

Observations of facial expression were most often done during washing, transfer and mobilization (see Table 1) with 57% of residents being observed during one single activity and 43% of residents being observed during two or more care activities.

**Descriptives of facial descriptor items and overall pain ratings**

Nurses provided two general ratings of pain (“pained expression” and “pain intensity”) as overall estimates of the pain that residents with dementia experienced whilst being observed. On average, nurses estimated that residents with dementia mostly experienced mild to moderate levels of pain (mean: 1.31 (SD 0.79) on a scale from 0-3) during the period of observation. Similarly, the average score for the “pained expression” item was 1.15 (SD 0.81) on a scale from 0-3. The activity “wound treatment” seemed to trigger highest pain estimate ratings (see Table 1) compared to the other activities of daily living. Not surprisingly, we found that these two general ratings of pain were significantly correlated with each other (r=0.75; p<0.001), sharing 56% of explained variance. However, although closely associated, these variables may assess slightly different aspects of observational pain estimation; therefore, we kept these two pain estimates as separate criterion measures for further analysis.

The overall frequency with which the 13 facial descriptors were used differed between items. Some facial descriptor items were used in more than half of all the observations: “frowning” (60%), “narrowed eyes” (51%), “looking tense” (70%), and “looking frightened” (54%), others were used less frequently: “closed eyes” (31%), “raising upper lip” (30%), “opened mouth” (48%), “tightened lips” (45%), “empty gaze” (39%), “seeming disinterested” (37%), “pale face” (37%), “teary eyed” (23%), and “looking sad” (46%).
As well as examining the overall frequency with which the facial descriptor items were used, we also explored whether frequency of usage differed by the overall grading of pain intensity observed by the nurses. Figure 1 depicts frequency of usage of the 13 facial descriptors by whether A) the overall “pained expression” estimate was “no”, “slight degree” or “moderate” combined with “strong degree”; or (B) whether the overall pain intensity rating was either “no pain”, “slight pain” or “moderate” combined with “strong pain”, respectively. The categories “moderate” and “strong” were collapsed for both ratings because of low frequencies. As can be seen in Figure 1, there are some facial descriptor items that were more frequently observed when residents were believed to be experiencing more intense pain or displaying stronger pained expressions, for example frowning. Other facial items were always observed with similar frequencies (e.g. seeming disinterested); thus, not reflecting increases in the two general observer ratings of pain.

**Results of the factor analysis**

We conducted an exploratory factor analysis on the 13 facial descriptor items. Examination of factor loadings and the scree plot as well as applying the eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule indicated that three factors were a plausible fit. These three factors accounted for 52.1% of the total variance (factor 1: 29.6 %; factor 2: 14.6 % and factor 3: 9.7 %). Table 2 shows the varimax rotated factor structure. As can be seen, those items loading on factor 1 with a coefficient of 0.64 or more show a close relation to items like “empty gaze” or “seeming disinterested”; thus, we labeled this factor “lack of affect”. All items loading on factor 2 with a coefficient of 0.38 or more are anatomical descriptions of facial activity like “narrowing eyes” or “raising upper lip”; thus, we labeled this factor “anatomical descriptors”. With regard to the third factor, the items loading on this factor with a coefficient of 0.41 or more commonly describe states of arousal like “looking tense” or “looking frightened”; thus, we labeled this factor “arousal”.
Regression analyses – single facial descriptor items

When entering the single facial items into the two regression analyses with the criterion variables “pain intensity” and “pained expression” the results were slightly contradictory (see table 3). Out of the 13 facial descriptor items, we found that 5 or 6 items, respectively, contributed to a significant prediction of the nurses’ ratings for “pained expression” or “pain intensity”. However, only 50% of these significant predictive items were predictive for both criterion variables. As can be seen in table 3, “frowning”, “opened mouth” and “looking tense” were significant predictors for both criterion variables, whereas the other significant predictors varied between the two criterion variables.

As can be seen in table 3, the criterion “pained expression” was best predicted by the item “looking tense” (explaining about 30% of the variance). When adding the anatomical descriptors “narrowed eyes”, “tightened lips” and “frowning” as well as “teary eyed” the predictive value was significantly increased (the whole model explaining about 45 % of the variance). In contrast, the criterion “pain intensity” was best predicted by the item “frowning” (explaining 26% of the variance). Adding the two anatomical descriptors “tightened lips” and “opened mouth” as well as the items “looking tense”, “looking sad” and “empty gaze” significantly increased the predictive power of the whole model explaining about 45% of the variance).

Regression analyses – factor scores

When entering the computed Bartlett factor scores into regression analyses, we found that the “anatomical descriptors” were the best predictors for the two general ratings of pain, namely the ratings for pain intensity and for pained expression (see table 4). Approximately 30 % of the variance in these two pain estimates could be explained by the anatomical descriptors
alone. As second best predictor, the factor “arousal” increased the predictive value significantly to approximately 40% for the two criterion variables. Interestingly, adding the last factor “lack of affect” also increased the predictive value of the model significantly, however, the gain in explained variance was small (see table 4).

Discussion

Pain assessment in people with dementia is very challenging due to difficulties with lack of self-report. In clinical practice this is a non-linear and iterative process where observation of the person’s behavior is essential [35]. In the present study we used a questionnaire survey to identify which observations of facial expression coincide with the belief that a patient with dementia is experiencing pain of different intensities. We focused mainly on nurses for the elderly working in nursing homes because they often have to make judgments regarding pain using the facial expression of the older person with dementia. Observational items describing facial expressions were mailed to nursing homes in Germany and 79 nursing homes participated by returning 284 completed observer ratings. The observed individuals suffered mainly from moderate to severe dementia, were mostly female and were observed in everyday care situations. Caregivers rated the pain intensity of the residents as slight to moderate (on average) and more than 60% of the residents received pain medication.

Frequency of usage

The first question to be discussed is whether the facial descriptors we presented were, in fact, used by caregivers when inferring pain in others. Given that all facial descriptor items were extracted from well-known observer-rated scales for pain in dementia [6-7,12-14], we might
expect high usage of all items. Indeed, some of the facial descriptors were used frequently such as “narrowed eyes” (51%), “looking frightened” (54%), “frowning” (60%) and “looking tense” (70%), suggesting appropriate item selection. However, this was not true for all items. Some facial descriptors were used in less than half of the situations observed: “teary eyed” (23%), “raising upper lip” (30%), “closed eyes” (31%), “seeming disinterested” (37%) and “pale face” (37%). Moreover, only a few facial descriptors were associated with ratings of different pain intensities. These included, “frowning”, “narrowed eyes”, “tightened lips”, “looking sad”, “looking tense” and “looking frightened”. These facial descriptors were used by the nurses more frequently when the pain appeared to be strong and less frequently when the residents were thought to be suffering less. Therefore, “frowning”, “narrowed eyes”, “looking frightened” and “looking tense” closely concur with the nurses pain judgement, especially given that these facial descriptors were used frequently in general and also to discriminate between different levels of pain. In factor analysis these four facial descriptors loaded on two different factors. Whereas “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” loaded on a factor, which we labelled “anatomically-based descriptors”, “looking frightened” and “looking tense” loaded on a factor labelled “arousal”.

The factor analysis both corroborated and discarded the theoretical subcategories, which the COST experts [11] assumed would underlie the extracted item pool. Only three factors were extracted but four sub-categories had been hypothesized. Theory and findings converged with the “anatomically-based descriptors”: Five of six items of the (theoretical) subcategory called “anatomically-based description” resulted in the corresponding factor. This suggests the nurses were more confident of applying anatomically-based facial descriptors and used these facial responses consistently for their observations. Only the item “open mouth” was not included in the pool of items loading on this factor and appeared on the factor we labelled “arousal”. It may well be that this item, which is rarely reported in healthy individuals and pain patients as pain-specific facial activity [30-31], is, in a person with dementia, an
unspecific manifestation of distress triggered by pain as likely as by other negative states [9,32]. The two frequently and differentially used items from the (theoretical) subcategory “emotional state”, namely “looking frightened” and “looking tense”, both loaded on the factor “arousal”. Thus, it seems that caregivers mainly used facial descriptors from the factors “anatomically based description” and “arousal” for their inference of pain.

Predictive value of facial descriptors
Using regression analyses, we were able to corroborate most of the findings discussed above. When entering all 13 single facial descriptors into regression analysis, we found that the items “frowning”, “narrowed eyes” and “looking tense” were significant predictors of nurses’ overall pain estimate; the pain intensity estimate of a nurse concurred with the intensity rating for the facial descriptors items “frowning”, “narrowed eyes” and “looking tense”. Interestingly, two of these three items, namely “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” describe facial features that have been repeatedly shown to be indicative for pain based on fine grained, slow-motion analysis using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS; [36]) [30-33]. Thus, nurses behaved – although untrained in objective facial expression analysis– like trained FACS coders, noticing especially “frowning” (Action Unit 4) and to a lesser degree “narrowed eyes” (Action Unit 6_7). As soon as the nurses observed these facial responses, the presence of pain was inferred to be more likely and the stronger these facial responses were, the stronger the caregiver rated the pain intensity. Caregivers seemed to have primarily relied on these anatomically-based facial indicators of pain. However, pain estimate ratings did not exclusively coincide with these anatomical descriptors but also with other facial items (especially with “looking tense”). There might be several reasons for this. Although the predictors “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” explained sizeable variance in the two general ratings of pain, there was still substantial unexplained variance left, which means that the caregiver did not exclusively rely on these indicators when making conclusions about the
presence and intensity of pain. Furthermore, the two Action Units “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” have indeed repeatedly been shown to be indicative for pain but they are nevertheless not unique for this condition. For example, the facial expression of disgust and anger often also includes the Action Units “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” [36,37]. Thus, the use of these signs alone cannot resolve the ambiguities of facial expression.

The other indicators which formed a stronger basis for the overall rating of pain were indicators of emotional arousal (e.g. “looking tense”, “looking sad”). It is obvious that these observational items require psychological inference, i.e. basic forms of empathy as well as some longitudinal knowledge of the resident and how they behave in certain circumstances. Facial motor responses, as indicated by the Action Units, are less susceptible to observation errors than the attribution of overt behavior to internal states, which is necessary for empathic judgments. Nevertheless, nurses appeared to have used empathic interpretation to derive their overall pain ratings.

These assumptions were clearly supported by the regression analyses using factor scores (instead of single items) as predictors of nurses’ overall pain estimates. We found that the factors “anatomically based description” and “arousal” proved to be the best predictors. Indeed, a sizeable 38% to 43% of variance in pain estimate ratings was explained by these two factors. Thus, the data on the frequency of usage as well as the regression analyses using single item predictors and factor score predictors all demonstrate how the use of “anatomically based description” and “arousal” are facial descriptors that concurred well with nurses beliefs that a patient is in pain and with their grading of its intensity.

There are several limitations to our study. We could not relate ratings of the facial pain items to an objective measure of pain from the residents. However, this was not the primary
objective of the study, which focused on how nurses use and interpret observational information, i.e. features of facial activity, to infer the presence and intensity of pain in residents with dementia. To be exact, we related the ratings of the single observational items to overall ratings of pain provided by the caregivers. Therefore, the present study examined the influence of certain pain-related observations on the diagnostic decision processes used by caregivers. As stated, we only focused on overall pain intensity estimates provided by nurses and not on the assessment of other relevant dimensions of pain (e.g. emotional, somatic, cognitive) or on general distress in distinction from pain [38]. Whereas this might have been possible in persons without cognitive impairment by relying on more comprehensive self-report, this cannot be based on the limited codes produced by facial expressions. Furthermore, our questionnaire survey was pragmatic and based in day to day practice. We could not control the selection of participants, the situations in which pain assessment took place or verify whether the facial descriptors were understood in the same way by all raters. However, most observational pain scales are used in this setting without special training and rely on compliance with the written instructions; thus, our setting does not deviate from that of similar studies. Moreover, we decided not to use open questions due to the time-pressure of everyday care in nursing homes, but instead relied on the very carefully selected facial descriptors.

Although, our study included a large number of observations, the overall response rate of nursing homes was only 22%. Thus, it is possible that mostly data from nursing homes where pain management in dementia is already an important topic entered our study. Moreover, given that we only studied nursing homes in Germany, our findings may be culture-bound. Finally, it has to be acknowledged that the high percentage of residents receiving pain medication may have reduced the occurrence of pain and its indicators. However, this high percentage also suggests the presence of multiple underlying indications for pain management
in these care home residents and the possibility that observations during care tasks may induce pain.

In the everyday evaluation of pain, caregivers may rely on multiple sources of information, including facial expression, body posture and verbal utterances. We decided to focus on studying facial expressions so that nurses could focus on only one behavioral domain and a restricted number of items. This allowed us to assess the feasibility and validity of this approach under optimal conditions. This is important in the developmental phase of investigating pain-indicative descriptors. In future clinical practice, all behavioral indicators should be taken into consideration, and this may further enhance the accuracy of pain judgements.

It would also be helpful to assess which (facial) behaviors precipitate a nurse or a caregiver into requesting a prescription, or administering analgesics to, residents with dementia. It is possible that not the same but different facial behaviors are used to infer pain compared to those behaviors triggering a caregiver to administer analgesics. Last but not least, when the new observational tool has been developed, we should also analyze processes of social interaction between the nurse and resident dyad in more detail.

Conclusions

The pool of observational items we extracted from established and widely known observer-rated pain scales included facial descriptors which were highly relevant for inferring pain in residents with dementia by nursing staff in care homes, and were used in the process of diagnostic decision making. This has been discussed in the literature but rarely empirically tested. However, this does not apply to all facial items. Anatomically-based items like “frowning” and “narrowed eyes” and indicators of emotional arousal like “looking tense”
were mainly used as basis for the overall ratings of pain by caregivers. Future studies should explore whether such items commonly used by nurses to infer pain, can also differentiate pain from other negative states. Given that without training, nurses already seem to focus on “frowning”, which is a key facial feature of pain expressions [30-32], further training could focus on the importance of other key facial features (e.g. opened mouth, raising upper lip). Development of observational pain tools and training in their use should consider the pre-existing knowledge base and competence of nurses to infer pain.
Figures

Figure 1: Percentage of how often facial descriptors were used. (A) Percentages are given separately for observations were nurses rated the face to express “no pain”, “slight pain” or “moderate/strong pain”. (B) Percentages are given separately for observations were nurses believed the patient to be in “no pain”, “slight pain” or “moderate/strong pain”.
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